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ABSTRACT

HMDs showing us an unprecedented way of displaying and interacting, the future generation of remote interaction can be seen,
where remote participators are reconstructed next to the local user
with all information in a real face-to-face interaction included such
as voices, body movements and facial expressions.
Some AR endeavors have focused on telepresence [4] [10] [9]
and avatar appearance and interaction [2] [8] [5]. However, they
either do not involve remote human controlled human-avatar interaction or do not provide real-time service in AR environment. And
previous remote interaction systems [7] [6] [11] require expensive
instrumented areas.
Our demonstration fills the vacancy, proposing a complete implementation framework and introducing an angle based reconstruction method. It enables a user to interact with remote peers
with their real-time-moving avatars as the interface. The avatar
can also be placed, resized and rotated wherever and however the
user wishes.

To further enhance the immersion perception of remote interaction, avatars can be involved harnessing Head Mounted Display
(HMD) based Augmented Reality (AR). In our demonstration, we
present an avatar based remote interaction system AvatarMeeting,
enabling users to meet with remote peers through interactive personalized avatars just like face to face. Specifically, we propose a
novel framework including a consumer-grade set-up, a complete
transmission scheme and a processing pipeline, which consists of
prescan modeling, pose detection and action reconstruction. And
an angle based reconstruction approach is introduced to empower
the AR avatars to perform the same actions as each remote real
person do in real time smoothly while keeping a good avatar shape.
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The framework of our system is shown in Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

People have always been chasing a more immersive and realistic
remote interaction experience, eager to interact with vivid remote
objects or people just as they interact with local ones. With AR
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Figure 1: System framework.
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The pipeline is composed of three processes. In prescan modeling,
from a recorded video, OpenPose [3] is first used to detect 2D joints,
based on which a textured 3D model is constructed then referring
to the work by Alldieck et al. [1]. Afterwards, in pose detection
process, OpenPose is used again to analyze joint positions from
the video captured by the 2D camera in real time. And finally
with the detected joint data and the prescan models of users, the
Hololens 2 renders the human controlled avatar following the action
reconstruction approach.
In the consumer-grade environment set-up, only a laptop and
its integrated 2D camera is needed to cooperate with the Hololens
2 HMD. The laptop functions as an edge server, providing computation power and real time updated data.
The transmission scheme contains both pose data and voice
transmission. Pose data is transmitted based on the client-server
architecture over HTTP. The Hololens 2 makes HTTP requests for
each avatar to the corresponding server IP to get the latest data to
be rendered. Referring to the traditional video streaming strategy,
a buffer is maintained during downloading and rendering. And
WebRTC is utilized to provide real time peer audio conversation.

2.2

DEMONSTRATION

The setup of our implementation includes two physical distant users,
each wearing a Hololens 2 and facing the integrated 2D camera
on an Alienware, which is equipped with an Nvidia GeForce GTX
1080 GPU, 12 Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-8950HK CPU @ 2.90GHz CPUs
and a 32GB RAM running Windows 10, respectively.
The users can chat with each other, see each other’s avatar moving just as the real person do. They can place the avatar standing
in front of them to simulate a face-to-face communication scenario,
or resize the avatar and move it anywhere they want (e.g. shrink
the avatar and place it on the table to simulate a toy interaction
effect). The real scene is shown in Figure 2.

Angle Based Action Reconstruction

We leverage OpenPose to detect joints from the 2D camera live
captured video. A total of 25 joints are pinpointed with their coordinate. As all human actions are driven by joint rotations, we
propose an angle based approach to combine joint positions with
real human skeleton structure, using only joint rotations to drive
the avatar’s action. The rotation angles of 10 major joints, the neck,
spine, left and right arm, forearm, upper leg and leg are calculated
respectively based on the vectorial angle. Take the rotation of the
forearm as an example. We vectorize the left arm and left forearm
as 𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒓𝒎 and 𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓𝒇 𝒐𝒓 𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒎 by coordinate subtraction as
shown in (1). Variables 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 ,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑤 and 𝑝𝑜𝑠 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡 are the
coordinates of the left shoulder, elbow and wrist respectively.
(

𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒓 𝒎 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑤 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟
𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓𝒇 𝒐𝒓 𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒎 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑏𝑜𝑤

Figure 2: A real scene of the application. Two participators
are greeting to each other. The clothes on both avatars are
colored (instead of the original color of black) in order to
make the holograms more opaque.

(1)

The angle is calculated using triangle principles (2) (3). The range
of 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ′ is [0◦, 180◦ ] for the use of arccos. But in practice, the joints
can rotate both clockwise and anti-clockwise, so we multiple 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ′
with the sign of the outer product of the two vectors to get 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒,
which ranges from −180◦ to 180◦ , as the input to the avatar.
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ′ = arccos(

𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒓 𝒎 · 𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓𝒇 𝒐𝒓 𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒎
|𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒓 𝒎 | ∗ |𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓𝒇 𝒐𝒓 𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒎 |)

)

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ′ ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓 𝒂𝒓 𝒎 × 𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒓𝒇 𝒐𝒓 𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒎 )

4

CONCLUSION

The provision of avatar augmentation aimed ultimately at improving the quality of the interaction experience. In our demonstration,
we build AvatarMeeting as a first step into the complete usable
avatar based remote interaction system. With the goal to keep the
set-up as simple as possible, we use only a 2D camera integrated
laptop as the edge server and an AR HMD to present a paradigm
of how remote users interact with the augmentation of avatars.
A complete data and voice transmission scheme is proposed and
implemented. In addition to the whole framework, an angle based
action reconstruction approach is introduced to make sure the
avatar shape is not distorted and achieve a smoother and more
natural moving effect.

(2)

(3)

The update rate of Hololens 2 is 60 frames per second, while
OpenPose only generates joints coordinate up to 22 frames per second. Therefore, we conduct linear interpolation to fill the vacancy
to get a smoother performance. The angle changes from 0◦ to 180◦
and then −180◦ to 0◦ in clockwise rotation. Especially for the case
when the user’s limbs move pass 180◦ to −180◦ , we interpolate several 180◦ data in stead of linearly calculate them (in which case the
interpolated value would be around 0◦ ) to keep a normal rotation.
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